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Abstract
In recent decades, hydrodynamic cavitation has been used to enhance fine particle flotation
recovery in mineral engineering. Such an increase was mainly attributed to the generation
of flocs/aggregates of fine particles during the hydrodynamic cavitation process. However,
the mechanism of floc formation in hydrodynamic cavitation still remains unclear. This
study aims to fill this knowledge gap regarding the agglomeration mechanism of fine
particles in hydrodynamic cavitation.
Fine molybdenite particles with the diameters less than 37 μm were investigated with the
cavitation system. The optimized geometry Venturi tube investigated in previous studies
of our research group was applied in a hydrodynamic cavitation system for microbubble
generation and floc formation. Floc size was measured to study the relationship between
the cavitation intensity and flotation efficiency. Under cavitation with inlet air injection,
floc size increased to 140 μm efficiently. Microscope images of generated flocs were
captured to examine the structure. It was found that cavitated bubbles acted as the bridges
between particles in the floc structure. Zeta potential distribution was measured to
investigate the interaction between microbubbles and fine particles. Strong attachment of
microbubbles and particles were demonstrated in cavitation treatment.
Hydrodynamic cavitation was also applied in micro-flotation of fine particles to study the
effect of flocs in the mineral flotation. An increase of 20% in recovery of fine molybdenite
was achieved after cavitation with inlet air injection. Fine silica particles in the same size
range were used as a comparison. No significant increase of fine silica recovery was found.
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This observation indicates that cavitation predominantly affects hydrophobic particles
based on contact angle results. At last, the flotation of the mixture of molybdenite and silica
was investigated to demonstrate the selectivity of hydrodynamic cavitation in mineral
processing.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Mineral flotation has been widely used for the recovery of valuable minerals for more than
100 years, and is achieved by utilizing the differences of their physicochemical surface
properties1,2. In the flotation process, hydrophobic particles attached to air bubbles are
transported upwards to form a froth layer, while the hydrophilic particles are left in the
slurry as the tailings3. Of special interest in recent decades for many studies in conventional
mineral flotation is the low recovery of fine particles, which is mainly due to the low
collision efficiency with conventional flotation bubbles4,5. Additionally, the kinetic energy
of fine particles is insufficient to rupture the liquid film between particles and bubbles,
which causes a low attachment efficiency6–10. To increase the particle-bubble collision and
attachment efficiency, numerous innovative approaches have been developed, either by
increasing particle size or by decreasing flotation bubble size9,11–17. To decrease bubble
size, four different methods have been reported, including dissolved air flotation (DAF),
electro-flotation, turbulent micro-flotation, and cavitation15,18–25.
Dissolved air flotation can improve the floatability of fine particles with the dissolved air
in the solution. The gas nuclei on the surface of fine particles can increase the attachment
probability to conventional sized bubbles. In another words, the attachment of fine mineral
particles with frosted tiny bubbles on the surface to a conventional sized bubble is more
favored than the direct attachment of mineral particles and conventional bubbles26.
Electro-flotation is widely used in the wastewater treatment industry, which uses
electrolysis for the generation of tiny bubbles. Hydrogen bubbles, oxygen bubbles and
1

chlorine bubbles generated by electrolyzing the aqueous medium can carry fine particles
in the slurry to float together22. Compared to dissolved air flotation, it can not only generate
much smaller bubbles, but also provide a good coverage of the whole surface area of the
flotation tank.
Turbulent micro-flotation is based on pre-aggregation of fine particles to reach an
aggregate size which is suitable for the attachment with flotation-sized bubbles. It is
performed in a long and narrow channel with gas microbubbles in treated saturated mixture
flows. The flow rate is adjusted to maintain a turbulent stream flow to ensure the
aggregation of bubbles and particles.
Cavitation, as one of the most efficient ways to enhance flotation recovery, has also been
commonly applied in the mineral flotation process. It can generate microbubbles due to the
rupture of water surface, which is believed as a key role to enhance fine particles flotation.
It can be classified into three types, acoustic cavitation, optical cavitation and
hydrodynamic cavitation. The acoustic cavitation makes use of the high energy of
ultrasonic to treat liquid. It can make the gas nuclei existing in liquid vibrate and grow to
generate bubbles. As for the optical cavitation, laser is used to lower local pressure to vapor
pressure which is beneficial to bubble formation. The hydrodynamic cavitation, as an
economic and environmental friendly approach, has shown a significant improvement of
fine particle flotation recovery24,27. Not only are the microbubbles generated in this process,
but also the high shear force plays an important role to overcome the energy barrier
between particles and bubbles, which makes them easy to attach.
In order to understand more comprehensively the role of hydrodynamic cavitation in floc
formation and fine particle flotation, the Venturi tube, one of the most widely applied
2

devices in hydrodynamic cavitation, was investigated in the study. In the hydrodynamic
cavitation process, the microbubbles are generated by the rupture of a liquid-liquid or a
liquid-solid interface of a high-speed fluid flow. When the local pressure at the throat falls
below the liquid vapor pressure, a large number of bubbles are generated due to the cavities
and gas nuclei in the liquid28–30.
As for the mechanism of floc formation, there are two hypothesizes to illustrate the possible
role of hydrodynamic cavitation in fine particle flotation1,31. One belief is that flocculation
is achieved via the bubble-bridge in hydrodynamic cavitation. Another suggests that
particles attached to tiny bubbles increase the attachment probability with flotation-sized
bubbles. As a result, the formation of larger flocs improves the fine particle flotation
recovery.

1.2 Aim and Objective
Although the effect of hydrodynamic cavitation in enhancing fine particle recovery has
been proved by many experiments, the mechanism of floc generation in hydrodynamic
cavitation still requires the further investigation. This study aims to provide an insight of
the interaction among fine particles and bubbles and the process of floc formation in the
hydrodynamic cavitation. The recovery of fine particle flotation is further investigated, and
an enhancement of fine particle flotation is accounted to the formation of flocs in the
hydrodynamic cavitation.
The main objectives of this study are as following:

3

1. To evaluate the microbubbles generated by hydrodynamic cavitation, Mastersizer
was used for bubble size measurement and Turbidimeter was used to compare the
quantity.
2. To investigate the flocs generation in hydrodynamic cavitation, the flocs sizes were
measured by Mastersizer and their structures were observed and analyzed by
Optical Microscope.
3. To study the bubble-particle interactions, zeta potential distribution analysis
technique was applied.
4. To examine the effect of hydrodynamic cavitation at different studied conditions in
the fine particle flotation, micro-flotation tests were carried out to study the
recovery of fine particles. Fine silica particles were also introduced to further
demonstrate the selectivity of hydrodynamic cavitation in valuable mineral
flotation.

1.3 Thesis Outline
In Chapter 1, the background of hydrodynamic cavitation applied in mineral processing for
fine particle flotation is introduced. In Chapter 2, current approaches to enhance fine
particle flotation recovery, the effect of the Venturi tube in hydrodynamic cavitation and
its application in fine particle flotation are reviewed. In Chapter 3, the characteristics of
molybdenite and silica, the experimental techniques, and the specific procedures are
described. In Chapter 4, the process of floc generation and the structure of flocs are
investigated. In Chapter 5, the effects of hydrodynamic cavitation on fine particle flotation
and selectivity are discussed. In Chapter 6, the effects of the optimized Venturi tube on
column flotation are studied. In Chapter 7, the results obtained from the last three chapters
4

are summarized. In Chapter 8, future work regarding the process of bubbles formed on
particle surfaces and the relation of cavitation efficiency and particle surface roughness are
proposed.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review
2.1 Introduction of Molybdenite
Molybdenite (MoS2) is a mineral of molybdenum disulfide, which is a common and
important source of molybdenum. About 80% of molybdenum produced is used in steel
alloys, including high-strength alloys and superalloys, because it can form hard, stable
carbides in alloys. There are two different geometries for molybdenite1. The main
difference between them is the stacking layer. One is the trigonal form with three distinct
layers, while the other is the hexagonal form with only two distinct layers. Each layer of
the structure consists of two sheets of sulfur atoms and a single sheet of molybdenum atoms
in the middle2. There is a strong covalent bond between Mo-S. However, the interaction
between S-S is the weak van der Waals force. Because of the layer structure, the
molybdenite particles show two types of surfaces: face and edge. The nonpolar face is
hydrophobic resulting from the break of S-S bonds with an 80° contact angle, while the
polar edge is hydrophilic due to the rupture of the strong covalent Mo-S bonds with a
contact angle of 35°3. Therefore, the natural hydrophobicity of molybdenite depends on the
particle face/edge aspect ratio. The fine molybdenite particles with a low face/edge aspect
ratio have more hydrophilic edge parts exposed, causing a high detachment probability
with bubbles during the flotation process4. In other words, fine particles with lower
probability of bubble-particle collision exhibit a low flotation efficiency during the mineral
flotation process5–7.

9

2.2 The Limitation of Fine Particle Flotation
Froth flotation, as one of the most efficient ways for the separation of mineral particles,
has been used in mineral processing plants for more than 100 years. Different minerals
have their own unique physicochemical surface properties, such as contact angle,
wettability, hydrophilicity, roughness and so on8. Essentially, the principle of mineral
flotation is based on the differences of their surface properties. During the flotation process,
mineral particles are floated to the surface of the slurry via the attachment with air bubbles,
merging together to form the froth layer. It is believed that the main component of the froth
are hydrophobic particles while the hydrophilic particles, which have less tendency to
attach to air bubbles, remain in the slurry and are flushed away. These non-floatable
mineral particles are known as tailings.
However, this conventional approach to separate valuable minerals was not as highly
efficient as expected. It reported a low flotation rate and poor recovery of fine particles,
which is mainly due to the low collision efficiency with conventional flotation bubbles9–12.
Gaudin et al. first found this problem in sulfide mineral flotation 90 years ago13. It was
noticed that the best recoveries of lead, zinc and copper sulfide minerals were obtained for
the particle size range of 10 to 50 μm.
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Figure 2-1 Recovery of different minerals with different particle sizes
(Data replotted from Gaudin et al., 1931.)13

In the later investigations from other researchers, it was found that neither fine particles (<
37 μm) nor coarse particles (> 100 μm) could achieve the best recovery (Figure 2-1).
Conventional mineral flotation shows good performance just in the normal particle size
range. The limitation of fine and coarse particle flotation, therefore, has been seriously
studied in recent decades. To date, research scholars have found several alternative
solutions. Of special interest in this thesis research is the flotation of fine particles, which
will be discussed in more detail in the next section.
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2.3 Approaches to Enhance Fine Particle Recovery
To increase the flotation rate and recovery of fine particles, many approaches have been
developed9,14–16. Fundamentally, the flotation recovery of fine mineral particles potentially
enhances with an increase of the particle-bubble collision and attachment, either by
decreasing bubble size in flotation or increasing particle size.
Air distributors were first applied for the generation of smaller bubbles, which were
initially used for water purification17. It was found that forcing dispersed air through a
porous plate and mixing with it a small amount of ethanol in a distributor could greatly
reduce the bubble size18. It was also proved that the generation of small bubbles resulted
from the combination of a sparger with small porosity and the presence of surfactants 19.
Ham et al. investigated various types of flat glass plate distributors such as porous glass
plates, single-hole, and multi-hole glass plates20. It was found that multi-hole distributors
gave much better results compared to either porous or single-hole distributors in a flotation
column.
Dissolved air flotation was also introduced as another unique technique to generate small
bubbles. In dissolved air flotation procedure, small bubbles are produced by the pressure
reduction of a water stream saturated with air16. The absorption of air nuclei on mineral
particles is beneficial to the attachment of these particles to conventional flotation
bubbles21,22. It was also noted that carbon dioxide and air played a significant role in
enhancing particle-bubble collision23.
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In addition, electro-flotation was reported as an important approach in fine particle flotation.
It can generate tiny bubbles of oxygen and hydrogen through the electrolytic process.
Oxygen is formed at the anode while hydrogen is formed at the cathode.
These electrolytic bubbles, with an average diameter of 20 - 40 µm, are suitable for fine
particle flotation24. They can increase up to 70% - 100% of the recovery depending on the
type of minerals and their particle sizes25. Compared to dissolved air flotation, electroflotation can not only generate much smaller bubbles, but also provide a good coverage of
the whole surface area of the flotation cell.
Besides the approaches mentioned above, cavitation is also widely used in the mineral
flotation process for the improvement of fine particle flotation. It can be classified into
three types: acoustic cavitation, optical cavitation and hydrodynamic cavitation.
Lasers are commonly used in optical cavitation for bubble generation. The energy provided
by the laser can create an overheated region at the focal point, causing an explosive liquidvapor phase transition26. The superheated vapor can easily expand to form vapor bubbles
and attach to the surfaces of particles. It was also found that the probability of laser
cavitation of water confined between hydrophobic cuvette surfaces is enhanced as
compared with the case of hydrophilic surfaces27.
The main idea of acoustic cavitation is using ultrasonic energy to treat liquid. It can cause
the gas nuclei which already exist in liquid to vibrate and grow to generate bubbles.
Ultrasound was initially used for surface cleaning, and was then later applied to enhance
coal flotation28–30. It was found that not only can it produce cavitation bubbles, but also it
may clean the mineral particle surface via high energy transfer to the interface31–34. The
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clay on the coal surface is thus removed, exposing a new surface and making reagents easy
to adsorb (Figure 2-2). Thus, the flotation recovery of coal is increased significantly.

Figure 2-2 Mechanism of ultrasonically created cavitation bubbles on the coal flotation34

Ozkan et al. pretreated magnesite slimes with ultrasonic treatment to effectively achieve a
higher recovery of < 38 µm magnesite wastes35. Videla et al. also used a similar kind of
treatment to enhance copper flotation recovery, which achieved an increase of 3.1% in total
recovery36. Although acoustic cavitation is considered as an effective way to enhance fine
and ultrafine particles flotation, the high operational cost is still a limitation of this
technology.
Hydrodynamic cavitation can be achieved with an orifice plate, the Venturi tube or a high
intensity agitation (HIA) cell37. Theoretically, they can cause a relative lower local pressure
14

compared to the vapor pressure. As the water surface is ruptured, many microbubbles will
generate. The HIA cell, also called HIC (high intensity condition) cell, has been proven as
a simple and convenient method for bubble generation with hydrodynamic cavitation in
the industry38,39. It is a specially designed agitation tank with several flat blades on the wall.
The impeller is aligned at the center of the tank40,41. During cavitation, many microbubbles
will be created as the agitation speed increases.
Hydrodynamic cavitation, as an economic and environment-friendly approach, has shown
a significant improvement in fine particle flotation recovery42,43. Not only are the
microbubbles generated in this process, but also the high shear force plays as an important
role in overcoming the energy barrier between particles and bubbles, allowing for easier
attachment between the two44.

2.4 Venturi Tube
The Venturi tube is one of the most widely-used devices in the hydrodynamic cavitation.
In the hydrodynamic cavitation process, the microbubbles are generated by the rupture of
a liquid-liquid or a liquid-solid interface of a high-speed fluid flow. When the liquid passes
through the throat part of Venturi tube, the liquid flow rate increases with a higher kinetic
and potential at the expense of the pressure37. As the local pressure at the throat falls below
the liquid vapor pressure, a great number of bubbles are generated due to the cavities and
gas nuclei in the liquid45,46.
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Figure 2-3 Schematic diagram of the Venturi tube47

To investigate the effect of the operating parameters, Gogate and Pandit built a model and
found that inlet pressure through the tube, liquid properties, and tube geometry were the
important parameters37. The increased inlet pressure should be kept below a certain
optimum value to avoid super-cavitation phenomenon. A liquid with lower vapor pressure,
viscosity and higher surface tension is recommended. Additionally, a smaller throat
diameter can produce higher intensities, which is regarded as a desired beneficial effect.
Since the earlier model did not consider the interactions of the bubbles and the changes of
the liquid flow, Moholkar and Pandit modified and improved the model for further study
and found new discoveries48. The outlet pressure will increase as the inlet pressure
increases, which may reduce bubble cluster life. The active volume of the Venturi tube can
be increased while increasing the tube to pipe area ratio. The smaller initial size of the gas
nuclei and bubbles makes much more contribution to bubble generation during cavitation
as compared to the bigger size.
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In addition, some other parameters which may affect the hydrodynamic cavitation were
proven by Arrojo and Benito, who found that the time scales of rarefaction and pressure
played a major role49. On the one hand, the large characteristic scale of rarefaction
promotes bubble growth since it can lead to a higher collapse temperature and long
rarefaction periods can decrease the cavitation threshold. On the other hand, excessive
bubble densities may diminish the efficiency of bubble-bubble interactions. Similar affects
were also investigated by Soyama and Hoshino50. It was revealed that the aggressive
intensity could simply be increased by decreasing the tube to pipe area ratio without the
need of extra power. Although the outlet pressure varied with inlet pressure, the cavitation
number was constant. The same phenomenon was observed as the length of the cavitation
region in the Venturi tube changed with time.

2.5 Fine Particle Flotation with Hydrodynamic Cavitation
Up to now, fine particle flotation has still been a critical problem in the mineral flotation
industry. As mentioned before, the combination of microbubbles generated by the
hydrodynamic cavitation and typical flotation sized bubbles can be a potential solution in
the fine particle flotation process.
Many scholars have used the Venturi tube as a bubble generator in their studies. Zhou et
al. found that the presence of surfactants and dissolved gas could enhance bubble
formation51. In addition, Fang noticed that the cavitated nanobubbles would preferentially
nucleate on the surface of hydrophobic particles52. It was also noticed that an increase of
frother concentration can decrease the size of microbubbles, while increasing the dissolved
oxygen or carbon dioxide concentration may cause an opposite effect. Similarly,
Pourkarimi et al. also observed that microbubble size increases with an increase of the
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dissolved air flow rate, and a decrease of the pressure within the Venturi tube53. However,
with a different opinion, Li et al. revealed that increasing the throat velocity and dissolved
gas concentration had little effect on the size of cavitation bubbles54. Instead, the quantity
of generated bubbles increased significantly.
The Venturi tube has been applied to different fine mineral particle flotations. Zhou et al.
found that with hydrodynamic cavitation treatment, the recovery of ultrafine (< 10 µm)
scheelite increased by about 20%43. It was discussed that the nanobubbles generated by
hydrodynamic cavitation promoted the aggregation of hydrophobic scheelite particles in
low NaOl conditions. Sobhy and Tao connected the Venturi tube to the flotation column to
enhance the recovery of an Illinois fine coal sample33. With the assistance of microbubbles,
more coal and less ash were recovered. Not only was the combustible recovery
significantly improved, but the consumption of reagent and air was reduced as well. Similar
effects were found in the flotation of fine and ultrafine chalcopyrite particles33,55. The
microbubbles generated by hydrodynamic cavitation increased their recovery by 16% - 21%
and reduced the consumption of the collector and the frother by 75% and 50% respectively.
As reported, compared to fine particles, the enhancement of ultrafine particle recovery was
much more effective42.
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Chapter 3 Material and Experimental Methods
3.1 Materials
The high concentrate molybdenite provided by Teck Highland Valley Copper was used for
the entirety of the tests except Zeta potential distribution measurement. It was first placed
in the vacuum oven at 50 ℃ for 12 hours to let it dry, and then classified by dry screening
into the following four different size ranges: < 37 µm, 37 - 74 µm, 74 - 105 µm, and 105 150 µm. To remove the residual organic reagents and collectors absorbed on the surface of
the particles, ethanol (Reagent Alcohol, Fisherbrand) was used to wash them three times1.
After that, the sample was rinsed with an amount of Milli-Q water and dried again in the
oven at 50℃ for another 12 hours. FTIR was used to confirm that the organics had been
removed and XPS was used to make sure that the sample had been oxidized after treatment.
The purity of the treated molybdenite was determined by using X-ray fluorescence (XRF).
The ultrafine molybdenum sulfide powder purchased from Sigma–Aldrich with a grade of
99% was only used for ZetaPhoremeter measurement.
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Figure 3-1 FTIR spectra of the molybdenite concentrate before and after washing and
ultrafine molybdenum disulfide powder

FTIR spectroscopy has been used to characterize the samples to check if the organics were
washed away. The spectra show peaks at the 1250 - 3250 cm-1 region, which includes most
of the main absorption bands corresponding to organics. As absorbed in Figure 3-1, the
signal of the original molybdenite, related to -CH2- (1450, 2847, 2918 cm-1) and -CH3
(1375 cm-1), has been eliminated after being washed, which indicates that the organic
collectors absorbed on the molybdenite concentration during industry mineral flotation
have been removed by ethanol1,2. To further understand the properties of the samples, XRF
and XRD were used to analyze their compositions.
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Figure 3-2 XRD patterns of the molybdenite concentrate before (a) and after (b) washing
and ultrafine molybdenum disulfide powder (c)

Both molybdenite concentrate and ultrafine molybdenum disulfide powder have been
analyzed by the XRD as shown in Figure 3-2. All the samples show very sharp peaks with
very high intensity, indicating a good crystallization3,4. The strong [002] peak (14.4°) also
shows a well-stacked layered structure5,6. Almost no extra peak shows in the patterns
except molybdenite-2H itself, which indicates a very high phase purity of molybdenite
concentrate.
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Table 3-1 Summary of XRF test results of the molybdenite concentrate before and after
washing and ultrafine molybdenum disulfide powder
Sample
Original molybdenite
Washed molybdenite
Molybdenum disulfide

Si
(wt%)
1
0.98
0

S
(wt%)
35.46
36.29
42.45

Fe
(wt%)
1.83
1.76
0.2

Mo
(wt%)
61.71
60.97
57.35

The XRF data in Table 3-1 shows that the purity of molybdenite is more than 96%, which
is suitable for micro-flotation tests with pure fine particles in later tests. The concentration
of elements doesn’t change after washing. As for the ultrafine molybdenum disulfide
particles, the purity almost reaches 100%, which can show us very reliable results in zeta
potential distribution measurement since no ion will affect the accuracy of the results.
The elemental ratio of Molybdenum and Sulfur seems strange in Table 3-1, which is due
to the detector resolution. In the periodic table of elements, the Kα energy of S is 2.309
keV and the Lα energy of Mo is 2.292 keV. These two values are very close causing
overlapping peaks of Mo and S, which cannot be distinguished precisely by the software.
However, the total weight percentage of molybdenum and sulfur is accurate. Therefore,
XPS was performed to determine the chemical composition of the molybdenite
concentration.
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Figure 3-3 Wide-scan XPS spectrums of the molybdenite concentrate before and after
washing

Table 3-2 Elements atomic contents of molybdenite concentrate before and after washing
Sample
Original molybdenite
Washed molybdenite

O
(at%)
45.23
46.3

Fe
(at%)
3.77
5

Mo
(at%)
15.6
15.5

S
(at%)
27.17
25.26

Si
(at%)
8.23
7.93

The XPS spectra of molybdenite (before and after treatment) over a binding energy of 0 1200 eV is presented in Figure 3-3. The atomic content of molybdenite (before and after
treatment) is listed in Table 3-2. In the calibration of the charge effects, the C 1s
photoemission was set at 284.2 eV7. No significant differences were observed after the
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molybdenite was washed, indicating that the Mo (IV) on molybdenite was not oxidized to
Mo (VI) during the washing process. It is suitable to use molybdenite as the samples for
hydrodynamic cavitation since the molybdenite has been proved with very stable chemical
properties.
Milli-Q water with a resistivity of 18.2 MΩ was used in the preparation of all solutions and
suspensions. Reagent grade KCl (Fisher Scientific) was used to prepare the background
electrolyte in zeta potential measurements and reagent grade HCl (Fisher Scientific) and
NaOH (Fisher Scientific) were used to adjust the pH. MIBC (4-Methyl-2-pentanol, Sigma–
Aldrich), a kind of surfactant, was used as the frother to promote the generation and
stabilization of the microbubbles generated via hydrodynamic cavitation.

3.2 Experimental Techniques
3.2.1

X-ray fluorescence (XRF)

X-ray fluorescence is a non-destructive analytical technique used for elemental
composition analysis. It is an accurate and economic analytical method that has been
widely used in the investigation of metals, minerals and materials. It can determine the
elemental concentrations of a sample by measuring the fluorescent (or secondary) X-ray
emitted from a sample when it is excited by a primary X-ray source. When the sample is
exposed to X-rays, the atoms inside of it are excited and a vacancy will be formed. The
electrons in higher orbitals will fill the vacancy and emit radiation at the same time, which
will show energy characteristic of the atoms. Since the characteristic fluorescent X-ray that
each element emits is unique, it can be used to determine the content of the elements.
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Figure 3-4 Physics of X-ray fluorescence in a schematic representation8

In XRF measurement, the pellets of the samples were measured using the Orbis PC MicroXRF Analyzer. The X-ray was set to a voltage of 40 kV and a current of 200 mA to keep
DTM around 30%. The pellets were measured under vacuum conditions for 30 s.
3.2.2

X-ray diffraction (XRD)

XRD (X-ray diffraction) is one of the most basic and important technology used for
measuring the crystal structure. The crystal, illuminated with a beam of incident X-rays,
will produce diffraction patterns into many specific directions. By measuring the angles
and intensities of these diffracted beams, we can deduce the structure of the crystal. This
analytical method is also widely used in determining the arrangement of atoms in minerals
and metals, especially in the qualitative and quantitative analysis of the minerals.
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Figure 3-5 Schematic representation of X-Ray diffraction9

X-ray diffraction measurements were performed with fine molybdenite particles using the
Bruker XRD. The samples were put in a square groove with a flat surface. The scanning
rate was 2°/s. The scanning range of 2 Theta angles was from 10° to 90°.
3.2.3

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy is a commonly used surface-sensitive quantitative
spectroscopic technique to measure the elemental composition, chemical state and electron
state of the elements in the sample. When the sample is irradiated by X-rays, the inner
electrons of atoms and molecules are excited and emitted, which is also known as
photoelectric effect. By measuring the binding energy and the number of photoelectrons
that escape from the top 0 to 10 nm of the material surface, the analyzer can plot out the
XPS spectrum.
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Figure 3-6 Schematic representation of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy10

The spectra and percent atomic concentration of samples were obtained using the Kratos
AXIS 165 X-ray photoelectron spectrometer in this research. Survey scans were collected
in the range of 0 - 1100 eV (binding energy) and high-resolution scans were obtained for
Fe2p, O1s, Mo3d, S2p and Si2p.
3.2.4

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)

Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy is an infrared spectroscopy technique used to
obtain the absorption spectrum and the emission spectrum of a solid, liquid or gas, which
makes use of Fourier transform to convert the raw data into the actual spectrum. It can
simultaneously collect high-spectral-resolution data over a wide spectral range.
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ATR is an accessory of FTIR, which can analyze surface properties of solid or thin film
samples rather than their bulk properties by measuring the changes that occur in an
internally reflected IR beam when the beam hits a sample surface. This internal reflectance
creates an evanescent wave which extends beyond the surface of the sample with a
penetration depth of around 1 µm or 2 µm depending on the sample conditions.
The chamber of the equipment was flushed with dry Nitrogen during measurements. The
spectra of samples were obtained using the Nicolet iS50 ATR-FTIR spectrophotometer
with the number of scans set to 32, at a resolution of 4 cm-1, and in the range of 400 - 4000
cm-1.
3.2.5

Optical profilometer

The optical profilometer provides a simple way for surface measurements without direct
contact. It makes use of the wave properties of light to compare the differences of the
surfaces. During the measurement, a light beam with the fixed wavelength is emitted
through an optical microscope. Half of it is reflected from the reference mirror, and another
half passing through the focal plane of the microscope is reflected by the test material. Both
are combined by the sensor to form the interference image, which makes it possible to get
the height variations of the surface and calculate the surface roughness.
3.2.6

Optical tensiometer

The optical tensiometer (Biolin Scientific) is an innovative system capable of measuring
dynamic contact angle, wettability, 3D surface roughness, surface free energy and surface
tension. It consists of the most advanced camera to capture images of the droplet spreading
on the surface with the help of a monochromatic, non-heating LED light. It can provide
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high resolution images for real time measurement of the droplet volume, contact angle,
surface tension, etc.

CCD
LED

Figure 3-7 Schematic representation of tensiometer for contact angle measurement

To keep a flat and smooth surface for contact angle measurement, the pellets were prepared
with fine powders. The sessile drop technique was used in the measurement. A 5 µL water
drop precisely controlled by the needle was placed on the surface of the pellets and the real
time video was recorded. The water drop images were analyzed by the software based on
the sessile drop technique. The initial contact angle was collected as soon as the water drop
attach to the pellet surface. Four points were placed on each pellet and their mean value
was reported11.
3.2.7

Mastersizer with Hydro EV

The Mastersizer 3000 (Malvern Instruments, Inc., San Bernadino, CA) is a popular
instrument used to measure the size of particles using laser diffraction. It can measure the
intensity of light scattered as a laser beam passes through a dispersed particulate sample,
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which is then used to analyze the size distribution of the particles based on the scattering
pattern. The scale of the measured particle size ranges from the nanometer to the millimeter.
The size distribution curve is based on number, surface area and volume, which can focus
on different parts of the size distribution curve. The Hydro EV is a unique dip-in wet
sample dispersion with a centrifugal pump and stirrer, which can not only precisely match
the volume of the solution, but also control the stirring speed used for mixing. It can also
be used to analyze the real-time particle size changing in the solution.
The particle size of molybdenite particles was measured using alcohol solution to ensure
good dispersion. The stirring speed was set at 500 rev/min to agitate the samples. The mean
value of a continuous 5 s’ measurement was plotted in both number based and volume
based. The results in number based were focus on smaller size portion, while the results in
volume based preferred the larger particles.
3.2.8

Turbidimeter

Turbidity is the cloudiness or haziness of a fluid caused by suspended particles, which is
often used as a general water quality indicator for relative water clarity measurements. It
is also used as an indirect way to measure the settling rate of particles. The units of turbidity
from a calibrated nephelometer are called Nephelometric Turbidity Unit (NTU). To give
an example of scale, the turbidity of Milli-Q water used in the lab is 0.02 NTU.
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Figure 3-8 Schematic representation of Turbidimeter

Turbidimeter is a simple and convenient instrument used to quickly measure the turbidity
of water. When an incident light travels through a volume of water, it is scattered or
absorbed by the existence of particles which are suspended within the water. By analyzing
the amount of light scattered at 90°, the detector can indicate the turbidity value.
3.2.9

Zetasizer

Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, Inc., San Bernadino, CA) is a high performance
system used for the measurement of the size, electrophoretic mobility, zeta potential of
colloids and nanoparticles. While measuring zeta potential, an electric field is applied to a
solution or a dispersion of particles. Their moving speed is measured using a patented laser
interferometric technique, whose data can be used to calculate electrophoretic mobility and
zeta potential.
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3.2.10

Zetaphoremeter

ZetaPhoremeter IV (SEPHY-CAD Instrumentations, France) is a well-designed system
used for zeta potential distribution measurement by tracking the movement of the particles
under an applied electric field (electrophoresis). A laser light is used for illumination to
make the nanoparticles in the single horizontal plane that can be observed by the CCD
camera. By measuring the electrophoretic mobility, the zeta potential of colloidal
suspensions can be calculated12–14.

Laser
CCD Camera

Electrodes
Figure 3-9 Schematic representation of Zetaphoremeter

3.2.11

Optical microscope

The optical microscope (Carl-Zeiss, Axioskop 40) equipped with 10x and 40x lenses was
used for floc observation. A 3D-printed cell with two glass slides on the top and bottom
was used to contain the cavitated slurry. The digital images were captured with a high speed
camera linked to the optical microscope.
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Figure 3-10 Schematic representation of flocs observation

A shutter time of 1/10000 s was used for observation with the 10X lens. When using the
40X lens, the shutter time was increased to 1/1000 s. All the samples were collected
immediately after hydrodynamic cavitation.
3.2.12

Hallimond tube

An optimized Hallimond tube designed by Cao and Liu was used to simulate the flotation
column in conventional mineral flotation process, which can also be used to study the
recovery of mineral particles at the lab scale15. In micro-flotation tests, millimeter-size
Nitrogen bubbles are generated by the sintered glass frit at the bottom of the tube with a
constant rate of Nitrogen gas injection. A magnetic stirring bar for agitating the flotation
pulp is used to prevent particle settling. The froth carried by the bubbles is able to pass
through the narrow throat and enter the collection bulb. The water level should be kept at
the same height as the throat during the micro-flotation test to ensure the froth is easily
transported. The flotation recovery can be calculated based on the dry weight ratio of the
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concentrate and the tailing1,16. Additionally, it can minimize the effect of the water recovery
to achieve a very low mechanical entrainment.

Figure 3-11 Schematic representation of the Hallimond tube
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3.3 Experimental Procedures
3.3.1

Hydrodynamic cavitation
Oscilloscope

Computer

Microphone

Outlet gas

FI

Flow Meter

Venturi Tube

Inlet gas

Pump

Tank

Mastersizer

Figure 3-12 Schematic diagram of the cavitation system

All the aqueous solutions were prepared by dissolving the desired chemicals in the MilliQ water at room temperature. Since the molybdenite particles are relatively hydrophobic
and not easy to separate, the stirring plate was set at 800 rev/min and the samples were
mixed for 10 min to achieve a suitable dispersion. The particle size of the solutions were
measured to check if they were the same as the molybdenite particles in ethanol. This was
done to make sure they would not influence the size measurement of flocs. A chosen slurry
for analysis was then pumped through the circuit by a peristaltic pump (Masterflex I/P
Easy-Load) which was able to provide a flow rate from 0 to 20 m/s (throat velocity)17. The
flow rate was measured by the flow meter (Omega FLR1001). A high performance
microphone was used to measure the frequency of the voice caused by the liquid surface
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rupture during bubble generation. All the data measured by the flowmeter and microphone
was sent to the oscilloscope (Rigol DS1054Z) for analysis. The probability of the cavitation
for different flow rates under different gas injection conditions was calculated based on the
interaction between the voice frequency and the throat velocity. The mastersizer (Malvern
Instruments Mastersizer 3000) was used to measure the particle (bubble) size distribution
and analyze the change in particle (bubble) size. Air with 1 to 2 L/min was injected from
inlet or outlet of the Venturi tube to investigate the effect of gas content in hydrodynamic
cavitation. A concentration of 20 to 40 ppm MIBC was added to study the influence of the
frother on cavitated bubble size.
In the hydrodynamic cavitation process, the formation of bubbles in the flow liquid is due
to the rupture of liquid-liquid or liquid-solid surfaces. This phenomenon is usually caused
by the reduction of local pressure. To study the relation between the liquid flow rate and
local pressure, Bernoulli’s equation is introduced below18–20:

P

1
V 2  C  constant 
2

(3.1)

where P is the pressure of the throat, V is the liquid throat velocity and  is the liquid
density. Under ideal conditions, when V increases sufficiently, P will decrease to the
liquid vapor pressure at the operating temperature and cavitated bubbles will form.
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Figure 3-13 Schematic diagram of the optimized cavitation tube

The optimized cavitation tube was printed by a 3D printing system (The Formlabs Form 2)
with white standard resin. Its geometry is shown in Figure 3-13. Based on the study of the
Venturi tube geometry previously in our research group, the optimized Venturi tube has an
inlet diameter of 9 mm, and a 10 mm long throat with a diameter of 2 mm. The inlet angle
was set to 90º to decrease the minimum flow rate required for hydrodynamic cavitation.
The outlet angle was set to 5º to reduce the impact of the sudden expansion on the bubbles
stability.
3.3.2

Pellet preparation

The samples for XRF, contact angle and surface roughness measurements were prepared
as pellets (Figure 3-14). Boric acid was used as the bottom support. The sieved fine
molybdenite powders were first evenly separated by a micro rotary riffler. The vibration
level was adjusted to control a proper feed rate of powders. The powders were accurately
divided into eight test tubes and then mixed with boric acid powders21. The mixing weight
ratio of molybdenite powders to boric acid powders was 1: 1. In the process of pellet
preparation, 2 g of boric acid powder was first added into a 25.4 mm diameter die as the
bottom layer11. Another 4 g of mixed sample powder was then added to fully cover the
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boric acid, forming the top layer. The whole material was compressed in a manual
hydraulic press (Enerpac JH-5) under 40 MPa pressure within 30 s.

Sample
Boric Acid
Figure 3-14 Schematic representation of the pellet

3.3.3

Contact angle measurement

θ
Sample
Boric Acid
Figure 3-15 Schematic representation of contact angle measurement

Contact angle measurement was performed with a water drop on a solid surface. The
relation between the contact angle and interface tensions is determined by the Young–
Laplace equation. It is a well-known equation used to describe thermodynamic equilibrium
between the three phases22,23.

 SG   SL   LG cosC

(3.2)
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where  SG represents solid–gas interfacial tension,  SL represents solid–liquid interfacial
tension,  LG represents liquid–gas interfacial tension, and  C is the equilibrium contact
angle.
As mentioned before, the pellets for contact angle measurement were compressed with the
samples and boric acid together with a mixing weight ratio of 1:1. In other words, the
surface for measurement was a composite surface composed of sample and boric acid. In
such a homogeneous wetting regime, the composite surfaces had varied effects on the
contact angle of the liquids. This means the contact angle we measured was not the true
contact angle of the samples.

θ
Figure 3-16 Schematic representation of Cassie–Baxter model

Therefore, the Cassie–Baxter (CB) model was introduced to solve this problem24–27. The
apparent contact angle ( CB ) is given by equation28:

cos CB  f s cos c  fv cos v

(3.3)
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where CB is apparent contact angle on the textured surface,  c is intrinsic contact angle
of a liquid droplet on the original smooth surface,  v is the contact angle of vapor, and f s
and f v are the area fractions of the solid and vapor on the surface, respectively.
In this study, Eq. 3.3 can be written as follows:

cos  p  f s cos  s  fb cos b
(3.4)
where  p is the apparent contact angle on the surface of pellets,  s is the intrinsic contact
angle of the sample,  b is the intrinsic contact angle of boric acid, and f s and f b are the
area fractions of the sample and boric acid on the surface, respectively.
During the contact angle measurements, a 5 µL water droplet precisely controlled by the
needle was placed on the surface of the pellets and the real time video was recorded. The
water drop images were analyzed by software based on the sessile drop technique. The
initial contact angle was collected as soon as the water drop attached to the pellet surface.
Four sampling points were examined on each pellet and two pellets were tested for each
sample. Finally, the mean value of all samplings was reported.
This method only applies when the size of water drop is sufficiently large compared to the
surface roughness scale, so all pellets were analyzed using an optical profilometer for
surface roughness measurement to make sure they would fulfill the requirements26.
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3.3.4

Particle/bubble size measurement

The solutions for original particle size measurement were prepared by dissolving 0.5 g of
sample into 50 mL ethanol and stirring with 800 rev/min for 1 min to make sure the
particles disperse well.
For bubble size measurements, Milli-Q water was pumped into the cavitation system for 5
min to stabilize the bubble size. For comparison, Milli-Q water with 50 ppm MIBC was
treated with same method to investigate the effect of surfactant on cavitated bubble size.
All the measurements were processed during hydrodynamic cavitation.
3.3.5

Zeta potential measurement

To further investigate the interaction between bubbles and particles, SEPHY-CAD
ZetaPhoremeter IV was used for zeta potential distribution measurement. This innovative
approach designed by Xu and Masliyah was used to characterize the interaction potential
between particles in dynamic environments14,29. It can measure electrophoretic mobility of
particles by tracking the particles’ movement in an electric field and calculating the zeta
potential distribution. This technique was further developed to study bubble-particle
interaction12.
Ultrafine molybdenum disulfide powders (D90 < 15 µm) were used for the measurements.
All suspensions were prepared with 10 mM KCl solutions.
During the preparation of molybdenum disulfide emulsion, 1.5 g powders were added into
750 mL of 10 mM KCl solutions, stirred at 800 rev/min for 5 min and sonicated for 1 min
to ensure full particle dispersion. The pH value of the suspensions was about 4.5, measured
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by pH meter (Accumet CPXL20). The transparent part was collected for zeta potential
distribution measurement.
To prepare the bubble suspension, 0.15 g MIBC was added to 750 mL 10 mM KCl solution,
and stirred at 800 rev/min for 5 min. The pH value was adjusted with HCl and NaOH. The
obtained emulsion was then cavitated for 5 min with 2 L/min of inlet air injection. The
cavitated solution with stabilized microbubbles was then used for zeta potential distribution
experiments.
During the zeta potential measurements, all the solutions were pumped slowly by a 20 mL
syringe into the square measurement cell. Two valves at both ends were closed
immediately to prevent liquid reflux, which may interfere with the particle mobility
measurements. In mobility measurements, 20 to 50 particles/bubbles were tracked and
analyzed using software to calculate their zeta potential values by the Smoluchowski
method30,31. All the measurements were conducted at ambient temperature of 20 ± 0.5 ℃.
Each of them was repeated for five times for the same suspension/emulsion and the results
were combined together to plot out their zeta potential distribution histograms12. In the
histograms, it is possible to identify the deposition conditions of the components in a binary
suspension system14. This method was described as follows.
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Figure 3-17 Schematic zeta potential distributions for a binary particulate component
system12

Figure 3-17 shows the possible phenomenon for particle attachment in a binary suspension
system based on zeta potential distribution measurement. Figure 3-17a shows us the zeta
potential distributions of two different particles (or bubbles), where each of them has a
unique peak. This overlaid figure is just for illustrative purposes and would not be shown
in reality. Figure 3-17b describes a possible phenomenon whereby components A and B
are mixed together without any attachment. Their zeta potential distribution will still show
two distinct peaks which are a little bit closer together; this is known as electrophoretic
retardation. When the external electric field is applied in the measurement of particle
mobility, the hydrodynamic interactions of moving particles tend to bring them closer
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tougher, which shows a slight shift of ζA and ζB toward each other. In the case that A and
B strongly attach together, the individual distribution peaks of two components merge
together to form a new individual distribution peak. If A is completely covered by B as
shown in Figure 3-17c, the quantity of B should be much more than A, which makes the
new distribution peak tend to B but not very closely. As for another case shown in Figure
3-17d, if A is partially covered by B, the new zeta potential distribution peak will tend to
either A or B, depending on the ratio of these two components. Respectively, this
phenomenon is mainly caused by the insufficient quantity of one component which has the
ability to fully cover the other one. However, for a weak attachment between two
components, two or three distribution peaks are likely to be observed as in Figure 3-17e.
The position of the new distribution peak will mainly be affected by the strength of
attraction between the two components and their ratio.
3.3.6

Micro-flotation test

To investigate the influence of hydrodynamic cavitation in fine particle flotation, a
modified Hallimond tube was used for micro-flotation test. As mentioned before, it can
simulate the mineral flotation process in the industry.
In this study, 1 g of mineral particles were mixed with 150 mL Milli-Q water in a typical
micro-flotation test1,32. Specifically, fine molybdenite slurry with 10 g/L concentration in
natural pH was used in the hydrodynamic cavitation treatment at different conditions. The
slurry was then used to conduct the micro-flotation test. Milli-Q water was used to fill the
collection bulb to keep a constant water level. The slurry was floated with high purity
nitrogen at a flow rate of 30 SCCM (standard cubic centimeters per minute). Two kinds of
flotation tests were carried out, in which one was a single recovery after 5 min of flotation,
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and another was a kinetic cumulative recovery within 10 min of flotation. The agitation
speed of a magnetic bar was controlled at 550 rev/min. In floc durability tests, the slurry
after the hydrodynamic cavitation was floated after waiting for 0, 20, 40 and 60 min. As
for floc stability measurements, the cavitated slurry was tested after 30 s of stirring
treatment at 300 rev/min and 600 rev/min. The experiments with each condition were
repeated for a total of 3 times and the average flotation recoveries were presented.
The recovery of molybdenite/silica was calculated with the dry weights of the feed and
concentrate as below:

R

mconc
mconc

100%
m feed mconc  mtail

(3.5)

where R is the flotation recovery, m feed is the weight of feed, mconc is the weight of
concentrate, mtail is the weight of the tailing.
In selectivity tests of the molybdenite and silica mixture, the grade of molybdenite is
calculated with the formula below:

G

mconc ,metal
mconc ,ore

100%

(3.6)

where G is the grade of the valuable part in ore, mconc ,metal is the weight of valuable part in
concentrate, and mconc ,ore is the weight of concentrate.
A classical first-order flotation model is used in this study to demonstrate the calculation
of the proposed modified rate constant and ultimate recovery33,34:
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R  R  1  e k t  



(3.7)

where R is the recovery at time t , R is the ultimate recovery, k is the first-order rate
constant, and  is the time correction factor.
3.3.7

Flotation column test

MIBC

Concentrates

Frother Pump

Feed Pump
Slurry

Air
Venturi Tube

Tailings
Circulation Pump

Tailings Pump

Figure 3-18 Schematic diagram of the flotation column system
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To study the influence of hydrodynamic cavitation in real mineral flotation, an optimized
flotation column was used for gold flotation tests. Figure 3-18 shows the illustration of the
flotation column system.
Table 3-3 Head assay of samples
Sample
GWK1 (commercial sparger)
GWK2 (U of A sparger)
GWK1 & GWK2 average

TCM
(%)
0.43
0.47
0.45

Au
(g/ton)
3.14
3.02
3.08

S
(%)
2.45
2.3
2.38

The sample was a kind of gold ore. The contents in head assay of sample were shown in
Table 3-3. It was considered as double refractory because of sulfides and high
carbonaceous matter content in it. The sample was first ground to P80 of about 75 µm by
using a pilot rod mill. The Mastersizer 2000 was used to quickly measure the particle size
distribution. During the grinding process, the commercial collector (250 g/ton) was added,
sodium silicate (1050.3 g/ton) was also added to prevent quartz in ore from floating during
flotation process. After grounding, the sample was mixed with water to make a 50 L slurry
with 20 wt% solid. The frother (5 g/ton) was added at the same time. An overhead agitator
with 400 rev/min rotation speed was used for mixing the slurry.
The slurry was then pumped into the flotation column. The diluted MIBC was also pumped
into the column at the same time with a fixed rate related to slurry feed rate. The circulation
system would start after the whole column was filled with 4.8 L slurry. The Venturi tube
with optimized geometry was set in the circulation system. The throat velocity was set at
15 m/s to keep a strong cavitation condition. Air injection with 6 SLPM (standard liter per
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minute) flow rate was used during cavitation. Another commercial sparger was used as a
comparison. The tailing pump was controlled by the sensor of the column to keep a stable
water level in the column.
In the tests, three different conditions of feed rate were studied with two spargers. The
specific parameters were shown in Table 3-4.
Table 3-4 Operational paprameters for the tests

Sparger

Commercial sparger

U of A sparger

Residence Stabilization Sampling
time
time
Time
(mL/min)
(min)
(min)
(min)
480
10
25
10
960
5
7
6
1600
3
3
4
480
10
10
10
960
5
6
5
1600
3
3
3
Feed rate
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Chapter 4 Flocs Formation by Hydrodynamic
Cavitation
4.1 Surface Roughness
The surface roughness of pellets was measured to demonstrate the feasibility of the
proposed method for contact angle measurements. The results obtained by optical
profilometer are shown in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1 Roughness parameters of pellet surfaces

Surface
Boric acid
Boric acid and molybdenite
Boric acid and silica

Ra

Rq

Rt

(μm)
0.45
1.275
1.517

(μm)
0.579
1.734
1.906

(μm)
3.457
9.886
7.525

Ra is the arithmetical mean deviation, which expresses the arithmetical mean of the
absolute values of Z(x) in a sampling length. Rq is the root mean square deviation,
expressing the root mean square of Z(x) in a sampling length. Rt is the maximum peak-tovalley height, an absolute value between the highest and lowest peaks.
In order to get an accurate apparent contact angle of the pellets, the water drop should be
significantly large enough compared to the surface roughness. The volume of each water
drop is about 5.00 ± 0.05 μm. The maximum diameter of the droplet is about 2285.39 μm
according to the calculation, which is about three orders of magnitude larger than the
maximum peak-to-valley height (Rt). In other words, the ratio between the diameter of
water droplet and surface roughness parameters is sufficiently large for the sessile drop
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method1,2. This approach demonstrated the credibility of the pellets in contact angle
measurements.

4.2 Contact Angle Measurement
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Figure 4-1 Apparent contact angle of the pellets

Table 4-2 Apparent contact angle of pellets, θap, apparent contact angle of boric acid, θb,
and intrinsic contact angle of the sample, θc

Sample
Molybdenite
Silica

θap

θb

θc

(°)
78.074
60.257

(°)
79.704
79.704

(°)
74.267
38.861

The initial contact angle of water drop on the surface of pellets images are shown in Figure
4-1. The results with the intrinsic contact angle of molybdenite and silica calculated based
on the Cassie–Baxter model are shown in Table 4-2. The contact angle of molybdenite is
74.267°, while silica has a contact angle of just 38.861°. These results indicate that
molybdenite is much more hydrophobic than silica. They also display the natural flotability
of molybdenite, which is good for pure mineral flotation investigations without the addition
of any collector or frother.
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4.3 Cavitation Probability Measurement
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Figure 4-2 Cavitation probability vs. throat velocity with and without gas injection

Figure 4-2 shows the relation of cavitation probability in terms of throat velocity. The
cavitation probability is a value which shows the probability of cavitation instead of the
intensity of cavitation. It was calculated by the time that throat pressure lower than the
vapor pressure based on the voice frequency collected from microphone. When
hydrodynamic cavitation happens, bubbles in the liquids break, causing a very high
frequency voice. The velocity of liquids showed in Figure 4-2 was calculated based on the
liquids flow rate in the pipe and the ratio of the tube to pipe diameter. When liquid passes
through a nozzle, its velocity significantly increases. In the condition without gas injection,
the cavitation probability was very low initially, which meant that no cavitation had
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occurred yet. As the throat velocity increased to 14 m/s in our system, a sharp increase in
cavitation probability of 48% was achieved. In other words, the local pressure at that speed
partially decreased below vapor pressure. As the throat velocity increased to 16 m/s or
higher, the cavitation probability reached 90% and became much more stable. In the
presence of gas injection, the minimum throat velocity for hydrodynamic cavitation
decreased, which indicated that the undissolved gas bubbles in water significantly
decreased the threshold of hydrodynamic cavitation3. In addition, the dissolved gas in water
results in the inception of cavitation at pressures much higher than the vapor pressure.
Further, the existence of gas nuclei acts as a weak spot in water, making it easier to generate
bubbles at a higher local pressure with a lower pressure drop needed and less energy
consumed4. The ideal throat velocity has been investigated, but the quantity of bubbles
generated in different flow rates remains unclear. Therefore, the turbidity of water after
cavitation was studied to measure the concentration of cavitated bubbles in water.
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4.4 Turbidity Measurement
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Figure 4-3 Turbidity values of cavitated bubbles as a function of time in different throat
velocity

Many researchers have used turbidity measurement to describe the effect of hydrodynamic
cavitation5–9. Figure 4-3 shows the turbidity of cavitated water in different throat velocity.
The cavitated water with a higher throat velocity has a higher initial turbidity. This increase
indicates a higher concentration of bubbles in water. The throat velocity at 6.01 m/s does
not reach the minimum rate needed for cavitation, so its turbidity is almost the same as
pure water. In addition, turbidity increases as the throat velocity increases, indicating that
much more cavitation bubbles are generated due to the higher cavitation intensity.
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Figure 4-4 Turbidity values of cavitated bubbles as a function of time in different
cavitation conditions

Figure 4-4 describes the influence of gas content and surfactant on bubble generation by
hydrodynamic cavitation. The hydrodynamic cavitation with air injection showes a much
higher initial turbidity as compared to the one without gas injection. This indicates that the
existence of gas nuclei is beneficial to hydrodynamic since a lower energy barrier needed
to be overcome for microbubbles generation; this is consistent with the cavitation
probability results mentioned previously. Since the solubility of air in water is proportional
to the pressure, the air is easily separated and formed microbubbles10,11. As well, the highest
turbidity is achieved by hydrodynamic cavitation with MIBC. Its initial value is even larger
the limit of 1000 NTU. This is because MIBC frother, as a kind of surfactant, can deter
bubbles from coalescing and increase their stability by forming a film on their surfaces.
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This method is also used in zeta potential distribution measurements to get sufficiently tiny
and stable bubbles.

4.5 Particle/Bubble Size Measurement
The particle size of the samples is shown in Figure 4-5. In the description of particle size
distribution, D-Values (D10, D50 & D90) are the most commonly used, which are the
intercepts for 10%, 50% and 90% of the cumulative mass.
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Figure 4-5 Volume based particle size distribution of the sieved molybdenite concentrate
and ultrafine molybdenum disulfide powder
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From Figure 4-5, it is very clear that ethanol works well to disperse molybdenite particles
since the all the distributions are very clear and identical. These curves were used as
original data for later tests and analysis.
Table 4-3 Particle size distribution of the sieved molybdenite concentrate and ultrafine
molybdenum disulfide powder
Dx (10)
(μm)
3.36
7.75
30.8
69.7
82.6

Sample
Ultrafine
< 37 μm
37 - 74 μm
74 - 105 μm
105 - 150 μm

Dx (50)
(μm)
6.95
21.8
59.2
106
142

Dx (90)
(μm)
13.2
40.9
93.9
158
209

16

Bubble
MIBC bubble

Volume Density (%)
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Figure 4-6 Volume based particle size distribution of caivtated bubbles with and without
MIBC
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Table 4-4 Particle size distribution of cavitated bubbles with and without MIBC
Sample
Bubble
Bubble with MIBC

Dx (10)
(μm)
31.1
24.8

Dx (50)
(μm)
57.1
43.4

Dx (90)
(μm)
97.8
81.1

Surface Area Density (%)
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Figure 4-7 Surface area based particle size distribution of caivtated bubbles with and
without MIBC
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Table 4-5 Particle size distribution of caivtated bubbles with and without MIBC
Sample
Bubble
Bubble with MIBC

Dx (10)
(μm)
1.05
0.327

Dx (50)
(μm)
1.34
0.393

Dx (90)
(μm)
2.07
0.519

The bubbles were generated by hydrodynamic cavitation with the Venturi tube. Figure 46 and Figure 4-7 show the size distribution of cavitated bubbles measured at 10 min after
the final generation from air naturally dissolved in water. The results based on the volume
of bubbles emphasize the lager part, while the surface area based results focus on the
smaller size range. Each distribution curve consists of three individual peaks in the nano
and micron size. The size of cavitated nanobubbles is smaller than 1 μm, which is expected
as the ideal size for fine particle flotation. The size of cavitated bubbles with MIBC is much
smaller than original shown in Figure 4-7. In Table 4-5, the Dx (50) of normal cavitated
bubbles is 1.34 μm. As for the bubbles with MIBC, it decreases to 0.393 μm. This is
because MIBC significantly reduces the surface tension of bubbles. The bubbles with
MIBC were only used for zeta potential measurement since tiny bubbles were easily
captured by CCD camera.

4.6 Floc Size Measurement
We have discussed the quantity of bubbles generated with hydrodynamic cavitation under
different conditions in the turbidity measurement. In order to further understand the effect
of cavitated microbubbles in fine particle flotation, particle size after hydrodynamic
cavitation was measured. This can also be representative of the extent of floc formation. In
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floc size measurements, Dx (90) is used to describe the real-time particle size during
hydrodynamic cavitation. Particle size may change as the cavitation time increases,
indicating the status of floc formation in hydrodynamic cavitation process.
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Figure 4-8 Particle size change as a function of time in different throat velocity
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Figure 4-9 Comparison of particle size after 10 min cavitation in different throat velocity

Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9 show the particle size data as a function of cavitation time at
different throat velocity values. At a lower throat velocity where the cavitation did not
occur, the particle size curve showed a decreasing trend, which means the Venturi tube
acted as a disperser instead of an enabler hydrodynamic cavitation. As the throat velocity
reaches 13.41 m/s above the minimum, there was a significant increase of particle size
which increased to 103 μm after being treated for 15 min. As the throat velocity further
increased, a huge increase of particle size from 42 μm to 121 μm was observed within a 5
min hydrodynamic cavitation, indicating a high cavitation intensity at 17.87 m/s. Based on
the turbidity results, the quantity of the microbubbles generated in weak hydrodynamic
cavitation was still much lower than during full hydrodynamic cavitation conditions, which
could not provide sufficient bubbles in the process of bubble and particle collision and
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attachment. As a result, the rate of floc generation under weak cavitation conditions was
much slower than under full cavitation conditions.
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Figure 4-10 Particle size change as a function of time in different air injection conditions

Figure 4-10 showed the rate of floc formation at different air injection conditions. The rate
of floc formation was much slower in cavitation without air injection as compared to the
other two conditions, which illustrated that the microbubbles generated in this condition
were not enough for fine particles to aggregate. With outlet air injection, floc formation
became much quicker, because dissolved gas content could provide enough gas nuclei for
the microbubble generation process in hydrodynamic cavitation. Furthermore, the normal
air bubbles injected from inlet would be easily crushed into microbubbles by hydrodynamic
cavitation. This result was consistent with the turbidity result mentioned above.
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Figure 4-11 Comparison of particle size after 10 min cavitation in different air injection
conditions

In Figure 4-11, the particle size distribution after cavitation shifts to the right, which means
the cavitation did have an effect with a larger floc formation. After air injection, the particle
size distribution changed quite a lot, especially for the inlet air injection condition. A new
peak is generated, which means that a larger number of bigger flocs were formed. Also,
with the same air injection rate, the floc generated with inlet air injection seems much more
efficient. The results indicated that the flocs were mainly formed in the tube portion, which
created many microbubbles by cavitation. At the same region, high shear forces could
provide enough energy to overcome the energy barrier of collision, which could make
microbubbles and particles with the same surface charge easily attach. In comparison, with
the same air injection rate, the air injected from inlet showed a much higher efficiency. The
air bubbles growing at the throat of the Venturi tube under the negative pressure might
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easily break into tiny bubbles, which greatly increased the number of cavitated
microbubbles as shown in Figure 4-4. As a result, a large number of microbubbles
significantly enhanced the efficiency of floc formation.
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Figure 4-12 Particle size change as a function of time in different air injection rate

As illustrated before, the air injection from inlet was beneficial to bubble generation and
floc formation12. To deeply investigate the effect of air injection rate in hydrodynamic
cavitation, three different rates of air injection were chosen in this measurement. In Figure
4-12, some differences in different air injection rates could still be observed within 5 or 10
min of hydrodynamic cavitation, but as the rate increased even higher, the curve seemed
very similar as the floc sizes all exist in the range of 120 μm and 140 μm. In other words,
the rate of floc formation reached the maximum value at 2 L/min of air injection rate after
10 min of cavitation.
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4.7 Flocs Images

Figure 4-13 Microscope images of cavitated floc of fine molybdenite particles at 40X lens

Figure 4-14 Microscope images of cavitated floc of fine molybdenite particles at 10X lens
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It was observed from Figure 4-13 that the floc was structured with plenty of microbubbles
with diameters ranging from about 10 µm to 20 µm. No microbubble coalescence was
observed in this floc structure, which showed a high stability and durability. This is mainly
due to the hydrophobic interactions between microbubbles and particle-bubble7,13. It was
also illustrated that the nanobubbles would generate on the surface of hydrophobic particles
during hydrodynamic cavitation, which made these particles frosted with nanobubbles
become easily to attach to microbubbles3,14. Figure 4-14 shows a floc with diameter of
about 1 mm. It obviously consisted of the smaller flocs shown above and bigger
microbubbles with diameter about 100 µm, which worked as the bubble bridge between
the smaller flocs. The presence of these large microbubbles were mainly due to the
enhancement of air injection15. Not only would the air injection provide sufficient gas
nuclei for hydrodynamic cavitation, but also could make the microbubbles grow larger. It
was also believed that this kind of flocs would have a higher up-rising rate in flotation
column, providing a higher floatability16.

4.8 Zeta Potential Distribution Measurement
The current study clearly showed the influence of hydrodynamic cavitation in floc
formation. To prove the existence of nanobubbles and investigate the interaction of
nanobubbles and particles in the process of flocs formation, the zeta potential results were
used17–20.
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Figure 4-15 Zeta potential distribution of ultrafine molybdenum disulfide particle
suspension, gas bubbles and their mixture

For illustrative purpose, all the measurements were processed at pH 5.0, which was also
the natural pH for ultrafine molybdenum disulfide particle suspension. The zeta potential
of molybdenum disulfide suspension measured via Zetasizer was -43.5 mV, which could
be used as a reference to check the reliability of ZetaPhoremeter measurements.
For the individual components, the results in Figure 4-15 shows unique peaks for
molybdenum disulfide and bubbles. It exhibited a negative zeta potential of molybdenum
disulfide with the distribution centered at -42 mV, which was very close to the results
obtained via Zetasizer. In the zeta potential measurement of cavitated microbubbles, HCl
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was used to adjust the pH, and MIBC was used as to keep the bubbles stable. MIBC is a
non-polar chemical compound used primarily as a frother in mineral flotation, which does
not change the bubble’s surface charge. The peak of the bubbles was located at -18 mV.
Similar results were shown in others work21.
As presented in Figure 4-15, when the ultrafine molybdenum disulfide suspension and
cavitated bubbles were mixed together, the mixture showed two distinct distribution peaks
at -40 mV and -22 mV. However, it was noticed the peaks were a little closer to each other
as compared with the value of particles and bubbles measured independently, which might
be due to electrophoretic retardation22. It could also be considered as a very weak
attachment. This result illustrated that molybdenum disulfide particles and bubbles would
not attach to each other spontaneously due to the electrostatic repulsive force among the
negatively charged particles and bubbles.
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Figure 4-16 Zeta potential distribution of ultrafine molybdenum disulfide particle
suspension, gas bubbles and suspension cavitated without air

After hydrodynamic cavitation treatment without air injection, a significant change is
shown in Figure 4-16. The zeta potential distribution of cavitated ultrafine molybdenum
disulfide suspension was a broad but clear single peak, located at -36 mV. This is
characteristic of two individual component distributions merging to form a single
distribution; the peak being positioned closer to the distribution peak of molybdenum
disulfide indicates a strong attachment of bubbles to particles. It was believed that during
hydrodynamic cavitation, the high shear force and energy could overcome the energy
barrier between particle and bubble and make them easily collide with each other. At a
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short enough distance, the Van der Waals force and hydrophobic effect would take a lead
to finally accomplish strong attachment. During the mixing process, long-range forces such
as the electrostatic repulsive force (Coulomb force) were dominant without opposite forces
from the outside, so the attachment of bubble to particle was difficult.
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Figure 4-17 Zeta potential distribution of ultrafine molybdenum disulfide particle
suspension, gas bubbles and suspension cavitated with inlet air

The ultrafine molybdenum disulfide suspension treated by hydrodynamic cavitation with
inlet air injection showed a similar but much more uniform zeta potential distribution in
Figure 4-17. The peak of the bubbles is shown in the first measurement right after cavitation
but disappeared very soon after since bubbles without MIBC or any other surfactant were
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easily merged or collapsed, making them difficult to be captured by the ZetaPhoremeter.
As discussed before, sufficient air injection would be beneficial to larger floc formation.
However, due to the limitations of experimental conditions, large flocs are not easily
suspended in the liquid. In order words, this technique is only used to demonstrate the
attachment of microbubbles and ultrafine particles in this study.
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Chapter 5 Application of Hydrodynamic Cavitation in
Fine Particle Flotation
5.1 Molybdenite Micro-flotation
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Figure 5-1 Flotation recovery of Molybdenite with different particle sizes in different
hydrodynamic cavitation conditions

Figure 5-1 shows a significant increase in flotation recovery of molybdenite after
hydrodynamic dynamic treatment. Overall, the hydrodynamic cavitation with inlet and
outlet gas injection provides the maximum flotation recovery of molybdenite in all particle
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size ranges. It achieved a 26% increase of recovery in fine molybdenite particle flotation
tests. Comparing with the original micro-flotation test, just a little enhancement of the fine
molybdenite particle recovery is observed in the case of hydrodynamic cavitation without
gas injection. This is due to the insufficient gas content for generating cavitation bubbles.
In the presence of air injection, there was a great enhancement in the recovery of not only
the fine molybdenite particles (< 37 μm) but also the coarse particles (> 105 μm). These
results are consistent with the floc size results discussed in chapter 4, which also showed a
large increase in floc size generated by hydrodynamic cavitation treatment with gas
injection. It is obvious that the formation of the flocs strongly increases the possibility of
particle and bubble collisions, making them much more likely to attach together1–4. Several
hypothesizes have been proposed in literature to explain this phenomenon5–7. Based on the
study in chapter 4, the gas nuclei or microbubbles on the surface of particles acted as a
bridge in floc formation as shown in Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-11, resulting in an increase
of the apparent particle size. In other words, microbubbles, presented as the role of collector,
increase the possibility of bubble and particle collision and attachment. Hence, the recovery
of fine molybdenite particles dramatically increases.

Figure 5-2 Illustration of floc formation in hydrodynamic cavitation
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As for the coarse particles, results of the micro-flotation tests reveal that the hydrodynamic
cavitation also takes effect in coarse mineral flotation recovery with an increase of 49%.
To study the floc formation with coarse particles, the slurry was measured using the
mastersizer.
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Figure 5-3 Particle size distribution of coarse molybdenite particles before and after
cavitation

It is clearly noticed that the size of coarse particles became smaller after hydrodynamic
cavitation in Figure 5-3. As mentioned before, the Venturi tube operated as a disperser
under some conditions, which may easily break down the coarse molybdenite particles8,9.
Because of the layered structure, the bond between layers are easily broken under an
external force, forming new parallel surfaces. As the molybdenite slurry is pumped through
the Venturi tube, coarse particles break into smaller particles due to a high shear force at
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the tube throat. At the same time, the cavitation-nucleated microbubbles by hydrodynamic
cavitation bridge with broken particles to form the flocs as shown in Figure 5-4. These
flocs surrounded by microbubbles promote attachment with Nitrogen bubbles in the microflotation tests since the attachment between microbubbles and larger bubbles is more
favored by the hydrophobic attraction.

Figure 5-4 Illustration of coarse particles in the hydrodynamic cavitation
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Figure 5-5 Flotation recovery of fine molybdenite particles under different cavitation
time in different hydrodynamic cavitation throat velocity
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A significant increase of fine particle recovery at the appropriate throat velocity can be
observed in Figure 5-5. At a low throat velocity of 7.47 m/s, the recovery of fine
molybdenite particles is not significantly improved. This is because the flow rate in the test
is lower than the minimum speed required for the Venturi tube to generate microbubbles.
It would not show any improvement theoretically, and such a little improvement may be
due to the gas injection from inlet as increasing the gas content in water is beneficial to
mineral flotation. A higher increase of recovery is observed when the throat velocity
reached 13.41 m/s, which is demonstrated by a weak hydrodynamic cavitation illustrated
before. As the throat velocity increased to 17.87 m/s, the highest recovery of 78% is
achieved in 15 min of cavitation due to strong hydrodynamic cavitation with thousands of
microbubbles generated.
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Figure 5-6 Flotation recovery of fine molybdenite particles under different cavitation
time in different hydrodynamic cavitation condition
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It is described in Figure 5-6 that with the continuous circulation of hydrodynamic cavitation,
and the longer the cavitation time, the higher the recovery of fine particles. This finding
can be explained by of the change of floc size as a function of cavitation time discussed
before. The longer cavitation time with sufficient gas concentration in water can increase
the rate of floc formation, which enhances the probability of particle and bubble attachment.
As shown in Figure 5-6, sufficient gas provided by the inlet gas injection increases
cavitation intensity. Thus, more microbubbles are formed in the Venturi tube, which is
beneficial to flocs generation.
As discussed before, the cavitated microbubbles act as bridges between fine particles in
floc formation, which highly increases the possibility of bubble and particle attachment.
However, the detachment of flocculation has also been observed by other researchers.
Micro-flotation was used to study the durability and stability of the flocs by simulating
some conditions used in industry. The durability tests were focused on the residence time
of the flocs without any external force influence. The stability tests were used to explain
floc stability under external force.
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Figure 5-7 Kinetic cumulative flotation recovery of fine molybdenite particles with
different residence times

Table 5-1 Model parameters obtained from the model fit to data in Figure 5-7
Value
R
k

Original
64.845
0.212

0 min
79.631
0.423

20min
78.185
0.431

40min 60min
76.443 73.998
0.396 0.345

It is observed in Figure 5-7 that the residence time has little effect in cumulative recovery.
In comparison with the results shown in Table 5-1, the ultimate recovery of molybdnite
increased significantly from 64.8% to 79.6% right after cavitation and decreased slowly
within 60 mins of residence time. The first-order rate constant k , describing the rate of
mineral flotation, shows a similar trend. It has a sharp increase right after hydrodynamic
cavitation and is still higher than the original rate after standing for 60 min. The steady
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ultimate recovery and first-order rate constant represent a very stable status of floc after
the hydrodynamic cavitation. This finding reveals a low detachment possibility of bubbles
and flocs under the condition without any external force.

Figure 5-8 Kinetic cumulative flotation recovery of fine molybdenite particles with
different stirring speed

Table 5-2 Model parameters obtained from the model fit to data in Figure 5-8

Value

Original

R

64.845
0.212

k

HC
without
stirring
79.631
0.423

HC with
HC with
300 rev/min 600 rev/min
stirring
stirring
76.989
68.171
0.420
0.349

To better understand the effect of external forces on the cavitated flocs, different stirring
speeds were studied in order to introduce different levels of shear force into the tests. From
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Figure 5-8, it is interesting to note that the cumulative recovery after stirring at 300 rev/min
does not show an obvious difference as compared to no pretreatment. A small change in
their ultimate recovery and first-order rate constants is noted in Table 5-2. However, the
cumulative recovery significantly decreases with a decrease of the stirring speed to 600
rev/min. Notably, it can be observed that the ultimate recovery at a stir speed of 600 rev/min
is very close to the condition without cavitation treatment. It has been known that the
external force here is predominantly centrifugal force. Under 600 rev/min, the centrifugal
force provided was four times larger than the one of 300 rev/min. In other words, the floc
structure can overcome a limited external force. If the external force is over that limit, the
bubble bridges between particles would be fragile, causing the floc structure break down
easily.

5.2 Silica Micro-flotation
To further investigate the effect of hydrodynamic cavitation to fine particles flotation, fine
silica particles, with similar size as fine molybdenite particles, were used as a comparison
in this study.
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Figure 5-9 Recovery of fine silica particles with and without hydrodynamic cavitation
treatment at different conditions

The effect of fine silica recovery after hydrodynamic cavitation treatment is shown in
Figure 5-9. With hydrodynamic cavitation and inlet gas injection, the fine silica recovery
increased from 45% to 52%. As discussed early, the recovery of fine particles is consistent
with their flocs formation in hydrodynamic cavitation. In other words, the flocs of fine
silica may be fewer and smaller than molybdenite. As measured before, the contact angle
of molybdenite is 75°, while silica contact angle is only 39°. Particles with greater contact
angles have a higher attachment efficiency with bubbles10. Also, the structure of the flocs
could be much stable due to low detachment probability. It was reported in the literature
that the microbubbles would easily generate on hydrophobic surfaces due to the presence
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of more cavities as compared to the hydrophilic surface11,12. Also, the gas content within
the cavities determines the size of cavities. During hydrodynamic cavitation, the cavities
grow larger and quicker with smaller surface tension due to the pressure drop, forming
microbubbles on the surface. The microbubbles generated by the rupture of the water’s
surface prefer to attach to the hydrophobic surface surrounded by the bubbles13.

5.3 Micro-flotation Selectivity
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Figure 5-10 Recovery of fine molybdenite and silica mixture after hydrodynamic
cavitation treatment with different conditions

A significant improvement of flotation selectivity is shown in Figure 5-10. As discussed
before, the hydrodynamic cavitation without air injection does not provide enough gas for
microbubble generation. Further, the Venturi tube also acts as a disperser to separate and
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crack particles. These two facts are not beneficial to the floc formation of fine molybdenite
particles, thus hydrodynamic cavitation without air injection has nearly no effect on
flotation selectivity of molybdenite. After air injection, the recovery of molybdenite
increases by more than 30%, while silica recovery increases by less than just 15%. In other
words, hydrodynamic cavitation with enough air can make the hydrophobic particles float
much more easily than hydrophilic particles, which can be regarded beneficial not only in
fine particle flotation, but also in valuable mineral particle selectivity.
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Chapter 6 Effects of the Optimized Venturi Tube on
Fine Particle Flotation
6.1.

Column Flotation Results of TCM, Gold and Sulfides

Carbonaceous matters in sulfide minerals may affect the gold recovery during cyanide
process, which can adsorb or preg-rob gold1,2. These tests were the pretreatments before
gold cyanidation, which aim to remove carbonaceous matters in minerals as much as
possible. The flotation column set-up was shown in Figure 6-1.

Figure 6-1 Flotation column set-up
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Table 6-1 Grade and recovery of TCM, gold and sulfides in the samples
Sparger

Pump
feed rate
(mL/min)

Residence
time
(min)

Commercial
sparger

480

10

Commercial
sparger

960

5

Commercial
sparger

1,600

3

U of A
sparger

480

10

U of A
sparger

960

5

U of A
sparger

1,600

3

Product

Concentrate
Tail
Calc. Head
Assay Head
Concentrate
Tail
Calc. Head
Assay Head
Concentrate
Tail
Calc. Head
Assay Head
Concentrate
Tail
Calc. Head
Assay Head
Concentrate
Tail
Calc. Head
Assay Head
Concentrate
Tail
Calc. Head
Assay Head

TCM
Gra.
(%)
7.97
0.31
0.55
0.43
5.36
0.29
0.52
0.43
2.02
0.28
0.53
0.43
10.20
0.33
0.61
0.47
6.27
0.26
0.49
0.47
2.05
0.29
0.51
0.47

Rec.
(%)
45.67
54.33
100.00
46.39
53.61
100.00
55.00
45.00
100.00
47.53
52.47
100.00
49.19
50.81
100.00
50.85
49.15
100.00

Au
Gra.
(g/t)
3.33
1.79
1.84
3.14
2.97
1.83
1.88
3.14
2.02
2.00
2.00
3.14
2.91
2.19
2.21
3.02
3.07
2.51
2.53
3.02
2.33
2.37
2.36
3.02

Rec.
(%)
5.73
94.27
100.00
7.06
92.94
100.00
14.61
85.39
100.00
3.75
96.25
100.00
4.68
95.32
100.00
12.58
87.42
100.00

S
Gra.
(%)
1.86
1.57
1.58
2.45
1.72
1.53
1.54
2.45
1.20
1.62
1.56
2.45
1.68
1.82
1.82
2.30
1.78
1.98
1.97
2.30
1.43
1.85
1.80
2.30

Rec.
(%)
3.73
96.27
100.00
5.00
95.00
100.00
11.15
88.85
100.00
2.63
97.37
100.00
3.48
96.52
100.00
10.16
89.84
100.00

In Table 6-1, we can find the grade and recovery of TCM, gold and sulfides in the samples
after treated with commercial sparger and U of A sparger.
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Figure 6-2 Gold recovery in terms of TCM recovery in concentrates

In Figure 6-2, it can be noticed that U of A sparger has a better effect. With 50% of TCM
being eliminated, the loss of gold in the concentrate is about 7.8 % with U of A sparger,
while it is about 10.2 % of gold lose with commercial sparger. As discussed before, the
microbubbles tend to attach to the surface of hydrophobic particles instead of hydrophilic
particles. It is known that the carbonaceous matters are much more hydrophobic than gold,
which proved the role of microbubbles in flotation selectivity.
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Figure 6-3 Gold grade in tailings under different residence time

As shown in Figure 6-3, the grade of gold in tailings is higher with U of A sparger. 0.6 g/t
increase of gold grade was achieved under 5 min residence time, which is about 33%
increase. In other words, more gold was maintained in the tailings and more TCM was
eliminated at the same time.
Based on these results, it is easy to find that with the help of cavitated microbubbles, the
active carbonaceous matters could be better eliminated. In addition, the Venturi tube with
optimized geometry could achieve better effect in gold mineral flotation to remove
carbonaceous matters in minerals.

6.2.
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Chapter 7 Conclusions
In this study, the main contribution is the investigation on the mechanism of floc formation
by hydrodynamic cavitation. An optimized Venturi tube was used in the hydrodynamic
cavitation system for microbubbles generation. The throat velocity in the tube was first
studied to get the relation between cavitation probability and floc formation efficiency. The
role of gas behavior in hydrodynamic cavitation and flocs generation was also investigated.
The structure of the flocs was confirmed with microscope images. Zeta potential
distribution was measured to further understand the interaction of bubbles and particles.
Further, hydrodynamic cavitation was applied to the study of micro-flotation of fine
molybdenite, simulating the flotation process in industry. Silica and a mixture of
molybdenite and silica were used to study the selectivity of microbubbles as a comparison.
The major conclusions of this thesis research are summarized as follows:
1. The throat velocity in the tube was first studied to get the relation between
cavitation probability and floc formation efficiency, indicating that in our studied
system, the minimum throat velocity should be 10 m/s for cavitation to occur. To
keep a stable cavitation, a throat velocity of 16 m/s was suggested.
2. The relation of gas content in water and cavitation efficiency was also investigated
with air injection in a hydrodynamic cavitation system. The dissolved gas in water
increased the threshold pressure for cavitation as compared to the vapor pressure.
The existence of gas nuclei acts as a weak spot in water, making it easier to generate
bubbles in higher local pressure with a lower pressure drop needed and lower
energy consumption.
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3. The quantity of bubbles generated in hydrodynamic cavitation was also
investigated to show the cavitation efficiency. It is related to gas concentration in
the liquid and the liquid flow rate. Higher gas concentration and flow rate will
generate more bubbles. However, as the gas concentration reaches an ideal value
and the flow rate can achieve continuous cavitation, the number of bubbles will
stabilize. This is the same for flocs formation.
4. The floc was structured with plenty of microbubbles, which built a bridge between
particles. This kind of structure was very stable without external force and could
also overcome limited external forces. Its stability relates to the characteristics of
its surface, with more hydrophobic surfaces resulting in a more stable floc.
5. With the help of hydrodynamic cavitation, high shear force and energy could
overcome the energy barrier between fine particles and bubbles and make them
easily collide with each other.
6. Due to the flocs formation of molybdenite fine particles by hydrodynamic
cavitation in the presence of inlet air injection, the recovery of fine molybdenite
particles was greatly enhanced as compared to the conventional flotation without
hydrodynamic cavitation. For instance, the recovery of fine molybdenite d < 37 μm
increased from 58% in the conventional flotation to 80% in the modified flotation
with hydrodynamic cavitation and air injection.
7. The generation of flocs was demonstrated to be more favorable with molybdenite
hydrophobic particles than with silica particles according to the results of the silica
micro flotation study and the selectivity test of a mixture of molybdenite and silica.
The result of the silica micro flotation study showed a recovery of about 45% to
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52%, which is clearly less than in the study of molybdenite fine particles. In
addition, the selectivity test indicated that more molybenite fine particles were
collected in the froth than silica particles.
This thesis study is expected to provide a better understanding of the fundamental
mechanism of flocs generation by hydrodynamic cavitation, which will support the
flotation of fine mineral particles. Hence, this significant problem in the mining and
mineral processing industry can be promisingly solved.
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Chapter 8 Future Work
There are many related aspects which could not be covered in this study. To further
understand the hydrodynamic effect on different particles and the specific structure of the
flocs, some suggestions are listed:
1. Some researchers believe the presence of tiny gas nuclei in crevices on hydrophobic
rough surfaces assists the hydrodynamic cavitation as a result of the expansion of
these gas nuclei under the negative pressure. It is also regarded as the main reason
behind hydrodynamic cavitation selectivity. Particles with the same contact angle
but different roughness can be used in this study.
2. The structure of the flocs was observed under microscope and the nanobubbles on
the surface of particle was demonstrated using the zeta potential distribution in this
study. To directly see the specific structure of the flocs and prove the existence of
nanobubbles, cryo-SEM can be used in future research.
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